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Introduction
• Liberty or Freedom is the  central idea of Liberalism
• Freedom for what ?
• Freedom from What ?
• Liberal view of Liberty.• Liberal view of Liberty.
• Contemporary Debate on Liberty.
• Marxist view of Liberty.
• Relation between Liberty and Equality
• Development as Freedom.
• Conclusion.



Freedom for what ?
• Freedom as the quality of Human being.
• Positive conception of Freedom.
• Ability of a person to do something.
• State should try to enhance freedom.• State should try to enhance freedom.



Freedom from what ?
• Freedom as the condition of Human being.
• Absence of external constrains.
• Negative conception of freedom.
• State should not interfere in Individual’s • State should not interfere in Individual’s liberty.



Liberal view of Liberty
• Emerged with the idea of Negative liberty as absence of constrains.
• Jeremy Bentham, Adam Smith, John Locke
• Demands a Laissez-Faire state
• J S mill- Self regarding action and Others • J S mill- Self regarding action and Others regarding action
• State can interfere even in self regarding action if it is for the good of individual.
• Moved from negative to Positive liberty.
• H J Laski, T H Green Further developed this idea



The contemporary debate on Liberty
• Isaiah Berlin: Two concepts of liberty (1958)
• F A Hayek: Constitution of Liberty (1960)
• Milton Friedman: Capitalism and Freedom(1962)

Robert Nozick: Anarchy, State and Utopia • Robert Nozick: Anarchy, State and Utopia (1974)
• All supporters of negative conception of liberty and Free market society, known as Libertarianism.



Marxist theory of liberty
• Freedom is not possible in a capitalist society.
• Freedom only for capitalists not for proletariat class.
• Freedom as overcoming alienation• Freedom as overcoming alienation
• Neo-Marxism: Humanist dimension of Marxism
• Herbert Marcuse: One Dimensional Man (1964)



Relation between liberty and equality
• Both are contradictory: Those who emphasize more on negative aspect of liberty
• Both are complimentary: Those who emphasize more on positive conception of emphasize more on positive conception of liberty
• C B Macpherson, Amartya sen



Development as Freedom: AmartyaSen
• Amartya Sen and Martha C Nussbaum developed Capability approach in the book  Quality of Life (1993)
• Amartya Sen : Development as Freedom • Amartya Sen : Development as Freedom (2000)
• Focusing on close interlinkage between freedom and development
• Expansion of freedom is the primary end as well as the principal means of development



Conclusion
• Liberty or freedom has been most contested and debated idea of human history.
• Searching a principle to establishing a society that can secure equal freedom for all has been that can secure equal freedom for all has been a continuous challenge for scholars.


